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“The Summer 

Challenge” 



The Back Story 

• Seven books in seven days 

• Like “Binge-reading” or “Drop Everything And 
Read” 

•  Narnia in a week – Video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FTLNZVh
m9Y0 

 



1.Challenge 
•The opportunity prove you can do it 

•The chance to push your boundaries 

•Encouragement of  a team – common goal 

 

 



  

Ajnos 

the  

Hedgehog 



2.Reflection 
• What do we mean by  

    a “reflection”? 

• Reflections-Video 

https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=F5chSYV
52Xw 



Poetry 
Adventure looks nice through a window  

From a comfortable chair by a fire  

The reddish remains of  a sunset  

The distant refrains of  a lyre  

  

Adventure looks nice in the distance  

When life is too scrumptious for words  

But not so very nice on the moor lands  

When for dinner you're plucking some birds  
 



“One of  the most intriguing and endearing 

things about Lewis’ writing is that he so often 

throws out random references to things he 

never elaborates on. Passing references that 

have little to do with the story, but when you 

stop to think about them, they point to 

countless other untold stories or adventures.”  

Essay 



Fan Fiction 
 

“So, Darling,” Edith’s Father spoke, “what is your school 
like?” 
Edith’s Mother opened her mouth to say that 
Experiment House was a very up to date and advanced 
school, and Edith was very privileged to attend as a day 
student, but Edith opened her mouth first and said- “It’s 
horrid”- very simply. 



“Ack. I’d forgotten how much I despise Uncle 

Andrew. Such a beast, such a cruel deceiver. Ack. 

Poor Digory, getting himself caught up in that. 

Andrew’s trap was so well-laid out. Ack. *despises 

Uncle Andrew* And since I’m so mad at him, I can 

barely think of anything else to say  
 

“ 

 Ack.” 

Ranting 









3.Accessibility  
•All ages 

•All skill levels 

•All amounts of  time and effort 



Event Promotion 

•Random draw prize – video:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

3s-ceA8iF2g 

•Poster Contest  



  



The Platform We Use 

•Wordpress website 

•Forum (phpBB open source) 

•Tinypic or Photobucket 



Potential Platforms 

•Other internet platforms – A wiki, a blog, a 

facebook page etc. 

•A physical display, bulletin board, binder or 
scrapbook 

•Meeting and sharing in person 



Go Forth and 

Conquer! 


